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Trustees’ Report 
(Incorporating the Directors’ Report) for the year ended 31 March 2015.  
 
In more than a thousand communities around the world, people are working  together to create a 
future with a lot less reliance on fossil fuels, much reduced carbon emissions, improved wellbeing for all 
and stronger local economies. We call this the Transition movement. 
 
Transition Network is a charity which works to inspire, encourage, connect, support and train these 
communities as they self-organise around the Transition model.   
 
Transition Network was established as a company limited by guarantee in March 2007, and registered as 
a charity in March 2009.  We are delighted to present to you the Trustee’s report for the year to 31 
March 2015. 
 

1 Executive Summary 
 
It’s been another exciting, challenging and occasionally surprising year for Transition Network.  We are 
continuing to deepen our work both in the UK - most significantly with our UK REconomy Project and 
regional Roadshows - and increasingly within an explicitly international context.  Working more 
internationally brings many new layers of richness and inspiration.  It is very noticeable, both within our 
team and in our interactions with other Transitioners, how much is gained when we make meaningful 
connections with people motivated by the same values and doing similar work in very different places.  
This is why we have made it a priority to work with the emerging network of Transition Hubs - helping 
them to build capacity and exploring how to collaborate, share learning, support each other and make 
collective decisions across geographical distance and cultural differences.  It is work that requires care 
and attention and cannot be rushed, but - we believe - has the potential to deliver significant benefits 
across and beyond the Transition movement. 
 
Our year could be described in terms of a search for balance.  We’re working in a field where the scale 
of the problems we’re seeking to address can feel overwhelming, the imagination and energy of 
Transitioners creates almost endless possibilities and mainstream commentators and decision-makers 
are increasingly looking to the Transition movement as a model.  As an organisation, we are trying to 
find the right balance between action and reflection, between spontaneity and structured plans, 
between Inner and Outer Transition, between broadcasting our message and listening to the response, 
between structured evaluation and allowing for completely unpredictable impacts.  This report tells you 
about the choices we have made and the work we have done this year. 
 
The different strands of our communications work have helped to bring voices from the Transition 
movement to the attention of some influential policy-makers and the wider public.  We are telling the 
evolving Transition Story through talks, presentations, books, films, websites, blog posts, a monthly e-
newsletter, media articles, workshops and events.  Rob Hopkins’ book, The Power of Just Doing Stuff, 
has been published in French and German language versions. 
 
We are providing a range of support to Transition initiatives to help them set up, develop, thrive and 
avoid burn-out.  We have published the first stage of new, up to date, internationally-applicable online 
support resources.  We have continued to develop the concepts of Inner Transition, the psychological 
and cultural changes we need to make to respond to climate change, and run workshops and published 
video resources on this.  This year we ran a series of 5 regional Transition Roadshow events in the UK, to 
help connect, support and inspire local Transition initiatives and partners.  We have also continued our 
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Transition Training programme, including the innovative Launch:Online course, and trained new trainers 
to deliver both Transition Launch and Transition Thrive.  
 
We help support people and groups to develop sustainable livelihoods, and re-imagine a new purpose 
for our economy that better serves us all, through our REconomy Project and the One Year in Transition 
pilot for young adults.  We have started a new UK-based programme of work within our REconomy 
Project, piloting Community Enterprise Support and Investment, and sharing learning widely.  This 
includes the publication of 3 new guides:  the Transition Enterprise Handbook, the Events Toolkit for 
Transition initiatives, and Transition Core Resourcing.  We have also been facilitating the take-off of 
REconomy approaches in 10 other countries. 
 
During 2014 Transition Network developed recommended Monitoring and Evaluation tools to help 
Transition initiatives to self-monitor and evaluate their work, through a partnership project with Oxford 
University Environmental Change Institute, and the Low Carbon Communities Network.  
 
Internationally, we encourage and facilitate the development of Transition Hub organisations in other 
countries, to lead on connecting, supporting, inspiring and training for Transition within their own 
territory.  Most Transition Hubs are emerging organisations with very limited resources and a significant 
focus of our work is on supporting them to build individual organisational capacity and their capacity to 
connect and act effectively as a network.  We have provided light-touch, very flexible small grants to 
individual hubs and have supported the Hubs Group as it develops a collaborative culture and working 
practices.  We helped increase the cohesiveness and connectedness of the Transition Hubs group with 
an international Hubs meeting in Copenhagen, September 2014. 
 
We have been getting more strategic about the way we work, and Transition Network’s new 
organisational strategy has been actively used to make decisions about priorities for action, and in 
collectively planning and reviewing our work, in an annual team plan.  We have developed ways of 
working more collaboratively, and recruited five new trustees to our board, including a Transition Hubs 
representative selected by the international Transition Hubs group. 
 
The income of the charity fell to £496,624 from £606,060 in the previous year reflecting a significant 
one-off grant of just over £127,000 in 2014 from V Kann Rasmussen Foundation. Overall the charity 
remains dependent on grant funding for around 80% of its activities, from a broad range of national and 
international funders. Our most significant funder is an international foundation who gave us £260,000 
in this financial year, and have pledged an annual grant of £250,000 for 3 years from April 2015 to 
March 2018 underpinning many of the charity’s core activities and in particular its international work. 
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2 Our objectives  
 

The Charity’s objects are to promote the conservation, protection and improvement of the natural 
environment and prudent use of natural resources for the benefit of the public, by advancing education 
and raising awareness of climate change, resource scarcity, peak oil and economic resilience.   
 

It aims to promote individual, community and organisational commitment to a reduction in carbon 
dioxide emissions, energy saving, reducing reliance upon carbon emitting energy sources and increasing 
resilience to resource scarcity.   
 

It also aims to promote sustainable means of achieving economic development and regeneration in 
order to reduce reliance on scarce resources including oil. 

 

3 Background - The Transition Movement  
 

When we use the term "Transition" we’re talking about the changes we need to make to get to a low-
carbon, socially-just, healthier and happier future, which is more enriching and more gentle on the earth 
than the way most of us live today.  
 
In our vision of the future, people work together to find ways to live with a lot less reliance on fossil 
fuels and on over-exploitation of other planetary resources, much reduced carbon emissions, improved 
wellbeing for all and stronger local economies. The Transition movement is an ongoing social 
experiment, in which communities learn from each other and are part of a global and historic push 
towards a better future for ourselves, for future generations and for the planet. 
 
Around the world, there are over 1,200 Transition initiative community groups, in 47 countries, many 
gaining visibility and credibility and embarking on more ambitious projects to create a sustainable low 
carbon future in which local economies prioritise collective wellbeing and respect natural limits.   
 
The last 2-3 years has seen a focus on international spreading and deepening of the Transition 
movement.   During the last 2 years, the number of countries with registered Transition initiatives has 
risen from 41 to 47, the overall number of Transition Hubs (national-level Transition organisations 
supporting and inspiring Transition within their country or territory) has risen from 18 to 27, and the 
number of Hubs with the organisational capacity to become “official” has risen from 7 to 15.  The 
number of subscribers worldwide to our monthly e-newsletter and website has risen from 14,000 to 
20,500 at the end of March 2015. 

 

Map of the 1,196 Transition initiatives registered with Transition Network in November 2014 
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The basic approach of Transition is 
applied differently in every local 
context.  For example, in South 
America, where Transition is 
currently taking off, Transition 
Brasilândia is working in a favela in 
São Paulo, where the priorities are 
to work on social health, food 
security and empowerment for 
women.  Transition Brasilândia are 
also working with mainstream businesses, with their Change  
Makers Program, and are taking part in the development of REconomy Project work in Brazil. 
 

Many Transition initiatives are finding a valuable role as a trusted local convenor.  Transition has the 
ability to bring very different groups together, and to use different ways to talk about issues, for 
example through the “Open Space” way of organising meetings, and visioning techniques.  Liège en 
Transition in Belgium is helping to connect local people and the municipality in joint work, including the 
“Ceinture aliment-terre liégeoise” or Food Belt.  This is connecting the land around the city with the city 
itself, connecting surrounding farmers with city consumers.   
 
Through Inner Transition we focus on the cultural and 
psychological aspects of change, and the need to build 
community spirit.  For example, Transition Town Tooting in 
London are into their 7th year of running the Foodival, where 
people bring food home-grown in the city to the festival, to be 
cooked into delicious meals by chefs from the local 
restaurants.  As well as promoting local food this brings a 
diverse community together in a creative celebratory event. 
 
Transition is embedded in social justice and the 
need to ensure that all groups in society, including 
the most disadvantaged, can live well in a low-
carbon future.  For example, Transition is taking off 
in Hungary where 1 in 3 people live in deep poverty.  
Transition initiatives in Hungary are running 
Creative Re-use projects:  community flea-markets, 
used-clothes swaps, online “Free Shops”, seed-
swaps and garage sale “festivals” - to help low-
income families and create community at the same 
time.  They are also developing low-tech solutions 
to energy poverty:  experimenting with the "bio-
briquette" to create solid fuel for heating, 
community-run insulation and “heat chimney” 
schemes, and passive solar and “heat from 
compost”. 
 
Community-owned Renewable Energy continues to be an amazing area of progress for many Transition 
initiatives, raising remarkable levels of investment.  For example, in the UK, Bath & West Community 
Energy have recently closed their third public share offer, raising £1.6million to build the Wilmington 
Farm Solar Array; and Transition Town Brixton in London use their local investment to create 
apprenticeships in installing renewable energy and draught-proofing, and to reduce the energy bills of 
social housing tenants. 
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One of the strengths of the Transition movement is that 
local activists can gain strength, ideas and inspiration 
from national and international networks.  For example, 
Transition US are now in their third year of running the 
Community Resilience Challenge each May, where 
communities record their contribution through a project, 
event or activity.  In 2014 this linked and publicised over 
16,000 community resilience actions from communities 
across the USA. 
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4 Activities, achievements and performance 
 
The projects and developments that the Charity undertakes in order to deliver on its charitable 
objectives are outlined below, grouped under the six Strategic Outcomes of our organisational strategy.  
In planning the activities for the year, the Trustees had regard to the Charity Commission guidance on 
public benefit.   
 

The six Strategic Outcomes are: 
 
1. Telling the Transition story 
People within and beyond the Transition movement hear a clear, consistent and compelling story of 
Transition that inspires them to act, connect and experiment.  
 
2. Supporting Transition initiatives 
People involved in Transition are better able to access and share information, tools, skills, resources, 
support and training when needed. 
 
3. Supporting livelihoods 
More people are able to create livelihoods which deliver wellbeing, community resilience and social 
justice while respecting resource limits. 
 
4. Demonstrating impact 
More Transition initiatives demonstrate that they can achieve significant positive impacts within their 
communities (transforming economies, increasing wellbeing, community ownership and community 
resilience, reducing carbon emissions, addressing social justice issues, fostering social innovation, 
improving local democratic processes and establishing more healthy human cultures). 
 
5. Evolving internationally 
The Transition movement spreads, strengthens and evolves internationally, supported by a thriving 
National Hub network with an increased governance role within Transition Network. 
 
6. Healthy organisational culture 
 
Transition Network develops a healthy and creative internal organisational culture, supported by 
transparent and effective structures, processes and working practices – learning about, and modelling, 
the change we want to see in the world. 

 
 

4.1 Telling the Transition story 
 
The different strands of our communications work have helped to bring voices from the Transition 
movement to the attention of some influential policy-makers and the wider public.  We are telling the 
evolving Transition Story through talks, presentations, books, films, websites, blog posts, a monthly e-
newsletter, media articles, workshops and events.  Rob Hopkins’ book, The Power of Just Doing Stuff, has 
been published in French and German language versions. 
 
During 2014 we started the “Transition Story” project to update how we talk about Transition, ensuring 
that Transition Network delivers consistent and compelling messages that represent the current 
direction and experience of the international movement.  We want to create a set of Transition Story 
communication resources that will inspire even more people to take those crucial first steps, help give 
people in Transition initiatives the tools and skills to communicate more effectively locally, and influence 
decision-makers to create the conditions required for Transition to have greater impact.  We have been 
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working with the New Citizenship Project to explore the frames and broad directions of these 
communication tools.  We intend the resources to be internationally-applicable and adaptable to 
different countries and cultures, so this work will include consultation and testing and development of 
the resources with Transitioners and Transition Hubs.   
 

 
During this year, two translations of Rob Hopkins’ book The Power of Just Doing Stuff were published:  a 
German language edition  Einfach. Jetzt. Machen!  and a French language edition Ils Changent le Monde. 
Total sales to date of The Power of Just Doing Stuff in the UK and USA are 7,880 copies.  Rob took part in 
a launch of the French edition in Paris in October 2014, that proved a revitalising boost to Paris-based 
Transition initiatives.  A launch of the French edition in Brussels and Namur, Belgium, in January 2015 
involved two events attended by a total of 1,140 people, meetings with regional government 
representatives, and broadcasts on TV stations Rtbf and Canal C. 
 
Our website remains a key way of broadcasting resources, information and stories gathered from across 
and beyond the fast-growing Transition movement, helping share knowledge and learning 
internationally.  We continued our series of monthly or bi-monthly “themes” for blogs and reports, 
focusing on: 
 
April 2014 – The impact of Transition 
May 2014 – Health and Transition 
June 2014 – Transition and Politics 
July 2014 – Celebrating Transition 
August 2014 – Not Doing Stuff 
September 2014 – Making Space for Nature 
October 2014 – Rethinking Real Estate 
November 2014 – Catching Up 
December 2014 - Living with Less 
January - February 2015 – the Power to Convene 
March – April 2015 – Social Change and the Arts 
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The Drupal 6 platform used by the website is now superseded by better supported platforms with 
greater international capabilities, and we are preparing to move our website to Drupal 8, using the 
opportunity to audit the content and structure of the website to be most helpful to new and existing 
Transitioners.  Working with the Transition Hub for Brussels and Wallonia, Réseau Transition, we 
trialled software to help Transition initiatives register on Transition Hub websites, in a way that can 
share this with the Transition Network database - the “International Initiative Registration Service”.  
Once we have developed the full version of this system, this will enable a much more comprehensive 
connection of the international network of Transition initiatives.  This trial also enabled us to create 
an easier registration process for Transition initiatives that we will introduce in the new website.   
 
Talks, presentations and event participation have meant that we have: 
 

 Engaged with policy-makers and public services:  In October 2014, Rob Hopkins gave 
presentations to a Low Carbon event at Bologna University, Italy, and at a City Hall event in 
Bologna, and to 350 secondary school students.  This led to proposals by the Mayor to write 
resilience and resource constraints into City policies; and a focus on low carbon solutions jointly 
by university departments.  Rob also spoke at the UK National Health Service conference on 
sustainability, in Reading in October 2014, creating interest from Public Health England and the 
NHS Sustainable Development Unit.  
  

• Engaged businesses with Transition ideas:  Chair of Trustees Peter Lipman presented a talk to 
Arup, to 10 international videolinked offices, in October 2014, which is now available on the Arup 
intranet.  Rob gave a presentation on “What would a Transition company look like” at the UK HQ 
of Symantec in March 2015, which was similarly recorded and streamed to their USA office. 
 

• Celebrated with Transition initiatives:  Among many examples of events attended in person, or 
through skype presentations:  Rob took part in the Live and Unleashed Exhibition by Transition 
New Forest, UK, in October 2014, an event which helped them build useful working relationships 
with local councils.  He celebrated the set-up of the emerging Luxembourg Transition Hub at an 
event in Luxembourg attended by 500 people, and a workshop for architects, planners and 
engineers.   

 
Ben Brangwyn, International Co-ordinator, took part in the German Transition Hub’s 
“UnKonferenz” with 140 participants from Transition initiatives in Germany, Austria and 
Switzerland.  Mike Thomas, Initiative Support Co-ordinator, contributed to a large regional 
Transition gathering in Powys, Wales.  A number of members of staff, including Sophy Banks, 
Inner Transition Co-ordinator, and Sarah McAdam, Delivery Director, led workshops at regional 
Transition Roadshows and REconomy events in the UK. 

 
• Evolved ideas with other environmental, social and community organisations:  Sophy Banks 

and Naresh Giangrande, Training and Events Co-ordinators, took part in the New Story Summit 
hosted by Findhorn Foundation in September/October 2014, contributing Transition ideas 
alongside other change agents, progressive thinkers and representatives from indigenous 
cultures. 
 
Fiona Ward, REconomy Manager, spoke at a Pioneers for Change event in March 2015.  Rob gave 
the key-note speech at the launch of the Guild of Local Currencies in Bristol, UK in November 
2014, attended by 70 people representing local currency schemes from many countries. 
 
Naresh Giangrande was invited to India in February and March 2015, by Shami Nanda, a well-
connected activist on non-violent communication, to share information about Transition.  He 
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held 15 public talks, numerous conversations and explorations with activists, visited 12 projects 
in India, and attended the Vilkap Sangam , the “Alternatives Confluence”, giving the keynote 
address.  There are a number of places in India which will potentially start Transition groups 
now.   

 
We continued to be supportive of the quarterly 
newspaper published by a group of independent 
Transitioners, the Transition Free Press, including by 
providing modest seed funding.  Unfortunately this was 
unable to continue and ceased publication in early 2015 
after 7 quarterly issues.  A grant from Polden-Puckham 
Charitable Foundation, for which Transition Network 
acted as a charity conduit, is now being used by the 
remaining Transition Free Press team to develop a 
“Grassroots Directory” project, to more permanently 
showcase some of the key projects reported on by the 
Transition Free Press. 
 
Transition Network also gave seed-funding and helped 
support the creation of the Playing for Time book by Lucy 
Neal, launched in March 2015, full of “recipes for action” 
for using participatory community arts techniques to 
engage the community much more deeply and fully in 
creating environmental and social change.  There are 
already reports of community groups taking up the ideas 
in the book.   
 
 

4.2 Supporting Transition Initiatives  
 
We are providing a range of support to Transition initiatives to help them set up, develop, thrive and 
avoid burn-out.  We have published the first stage of new, up to date, internationally-applicable 
online support resources.  We have continued to develop the concepts of Inner Transition, the 
psychological and cultural changes we need to make to respond to climate change, and run 
workshops and published video resources on this.  This year we ran a series of 5 regional Transition 
Roadshow events in the UK, to help connect, support and inspire local Transition initiatives and 
partners.  We have also continued our Transition Training programme, including the innovative 
Launch:Online course, and trained new trainers to deliver both Transition Launch and Transition 
Thrive.  
 
Initiative Support Co-ordinator Mike Thomas has started the work of developing a new framework 
for our support resources in order to: 

• Respond to the need for on-line guidance and information resources that are clearer, fully 
up-to-date, and internationally-applicable; and   

• Include concise core elements that Transition Hubs can translate and modify, and add to 
with local information, examples and resources to reflect different cultures and contexts.   

 
The plan is to organise our support information and resources into 3 phases: 

1. Setting up and developing an effective core group. 
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2. Projects:  case studies of how to set up and run successful Transition projects, and how to 
make contact with Transitioners who can help pass on their experience. 

3. Developing and thriving:  how to have greater impact (including local economic impacts 
through REconomy Project activity). 

 
Following rounds of consultation with Transition initiatives and Hubs in April and May 2014, the 10 
basic elements of the first phase, “Setting up and developing an effective core group”, were 
launched on the website in November 2014, at www.transitionnetwork.org/support.   
These 10 basic elements are: 

 How to start Transition: Developing an initiating group 

 Develop your group 

 Vision 

 Community engagement 

 Networks and Partnerships 

 Practical projects 

 Inner Transition 

 Part of a movement 

 Consolidate 

 Reflect and celebrate 
 
We have also launched the first version of a “Health-check” in a downloadable version, a process for 
analysing how your Transition groups is doing, and recommend relevant resources, based on the 
above elements.  Workshops on the Health-check process were run at four of the regional Transition 
Roadshows in the UK. 
 
The consultation process on the direction of this work had good feedback:   

 89% of respondents said they thought the structure of concise “basic” information and 
options of more in-depth “strengthening” information would be helpful or very helpful. 

 85% of respondents said they would encourage their Transition initiative to do the 
Interactive Health-check.   

Comments included: 

"WOW!  Wish I had had this clarity when we started.  We stumbled through all of this and the 
process about wore us out." 

 “This is EXCELLENT.  With this structure, we may be able to start again." 
 
Between January and March 2015 the new support web pages were visited more than 7,000 times.  
The Hungarian and Danish Transition Hubs have already translated these basic support resources 
and published them online. 
 
For each of these elements there will be more in-depth “strengthening” information and resources, 
and we will be working on these in the year ahead.  To provide more support online, we have also 
developed an “agony aunt” section on the website.  In January 2015 we started a programme of 
highlighting a support element every two months, with case studies and articles on the website. 
 
In 2014/15 we held a series of 5 Transition roadshows around the UK, to help connect, support and 
inspire local Transition initiatives and encourage regional peer-to-peer support.  All roadshows 
included sessions on “What is Transition?” for people new to Transition. 
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The Lancaster Roadshow event in July 2014 
was attended by 120 Transitioners from the 
North-West of England, and included a whole 
range of well-received workshops including 
creating and maintaining a healthy Transition 
initiative, to community energy, community 
currencies and a REconomy session on local 
economies, how to engage people with 
Transition, and personal resilience.   
 
 
The St Andrews event in October 2014 was attended by 
80 people from Transition initiative groups across 
Scotland.  It was combined with a regional REconomy 
Project event.   The roadshow was a great opportunity 
for Transitioners in Scotland to make connections, over 
inspiring discussions, including making the most of the 
post-referendum Scotland situation, and Scotland’s 
Community Empowerment Bill.    
 
The Roadshow in Penwith, Cornwall in February 2015 
was also combined with a regional REconomy event, 
with over 200 people engaging with the events over 2 
days, with good representation from the local 
community, council members and officials, local businesses and partner organisations.  An Open 
Space session focused on how to enable Transition in a region with a dispersed population and 
significant deprivation. 
 
The regional roadshow hosted by Transition Bristol in March 2015 focused on connecting a wide 
variety of local groups working on sustainability, with 110 attendees generating enthusiasm and 
revitalisation. 

 

The “Three Counties” roadshow hosted by Transition Berkhamsted brought together Transitioners 
from Bedfordshire, Buckinghamshire and Hertfordshire in April 2015.  This ended with a “Transition 

 
 
Transition 
Network 
Delivery 
Director Sarah 
McAdam 
facilitating at 
the Three 
Counties 
regional 
Transition 
roadshow, April 
2015 
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Conversation” discussion led by Rob Hopkins, looking at Transition nationally and internationally, 
and reflecting on the day and some of the key questions people had raised, such as: “How do we 
engage more people?”, “How do we widen our group?”, and “Do we need to work more closely with 
the local Council?”.  A dormant Transition group in the area left the event inspired to re-start. 
  
We are now planning an International Transition Conference for September 2015, our first 
conference since 2012, building on the connecting, supporting and inspiration from the regional 
Roadshows and similar events in the UK, and the Transition Hub meetings internationally.   
 
We also provide support on Inner Transition, an integral part of Transition - supporting people to 
engage with the need to change, deepening our questioning about the cause of our current 
challenges, to help create healthier human cultures.  This has included a series of blogs and webinars 
by Sophy Banks, Inner Transition Co-ordinator.   Sophy has created ten short youtube films on Inner 
Transition, from short clips on “What is Inner Transition”, to descriptions of tools and practices such 
as the mentoring project, to longer films covering “The history of Inner Transition”, and “A global 
movement to consciousness?”.    
 
Sophy has also held tailored support workshops on maintaining momentum and avoiding burn-out, 
for a number of Transition initiatives in the UK.   Inner Transition workshops were held at Transition 
Roadshows and in Denmark in September 2014, London in December 2014 and Sweden in April 
2015.  Sophy has trained and supported some of the international Trainer network to run Inner 
Transition workshops in their own countries, including Belgium, Mexico, Argentina and Sweden. 
 
We have a vibrant and active group of international Transition trainers – there are now 145 trainers 
in 29 countries, able to deliver Transition Training in their local language and cultural context.   We 
ran a Train the Trainer course in November 2014 in Sweden, which added 17 new trainers to this 
network, from Sweden, Switzerland and Denmark, and Naresh Giangrande trained 2 new trainers 
while delivering Transition Training courses in India. 
 
In late March/early April 2014, Sophy and Naresh delivered Transition training and workshops in 
Israel and Palestine, in support of a fledgling Transition Hub in Israel and two Transition initiatives.  
Contacts were also made with permaculture and sustainability activists in Israeli-occupied Palestine.   
 
We have continued to provide the innovative online Transition Training course, Launch:Online, 
involving 8 weekly webinar discussion sessions, making our training more accessible regardless of 
location.  Three Launch:Online courses ran during this year, with participants from Italy, Canada, 
South Africa, Ireland, Germany, El Salvador, USA, Portugal, Japan, India, Sweden, Croatia, Australia, 
Poland and the UK.   
 
Following feedback from previous courses, for the autumn 2014 Launch Online course we “flipped 
the classroom” so that participants could read an introduction to each subject, in their own time 
before the webinar, or listen to recordings of previous sessions.  The webinar time is then available 
for participants to discuss the subject and what they have learned. This way of teaching has proved 
popular and useful to participants, with more in depth discussion.  We have also helped to develop 
the first Launch:Online course in another language, Spanish, which will benefit people in Spain and 
Latin America. 
 
Transition Thrive is our training course for existing Transitioners, to help them take their work 
further and have more impact.  Training and Events Co-ordinator Naresh Giangrande held Transition 
Thrive courses in: 
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 Belgium (May 2014) with 14 attendees, training/co-delivered with Josué Dusoulier, Bart van den 
Driesche and Antonia Vorner  

 Spain (June 2014) with 19 attendees, training/co-delivered with Juan del Rio and Matthieu 
Durand  

 Sweden (November 2014) with 35 participants, training/co-delivered with Hillevi Helmfrid, Jan 
Forsmark and Elinor Askmar from Sweden and Tara Notenbomer from the Netherlands.   

 
The trainers who co-delivered these courses are now trained to continue to deliver Transition Thrive 
courses in their country and languages.  Naresh also coached two Australian trainers, Jacinta Walsh 
and Clare Power, in a series of skypes in April/May 2014, to be able to deliver the Transition:Thrive 
training course in Australia, which they did in July 2014. 
 
 

4.3 Supporting new livelihoods 
 
We help support people and groups to develop sustainable livelihoods, and re-imagine a new 
purpose for our economy that better serves us all, through our REconomy Project and the One Year in 
Transition pilot for young adults.  We have started a new UK-based programme of work within our 
REconomy Project, piloting Community Enterprise Support and Investment, and sharing learning 
widely.  This includes the publication of 3 new guides:  the Transition Enterprise Handbook, the 
Events Toolkit for Transition initiatives, and Transition Core Resourcing.  We have also been 
facilitating the take-off of REconomy approaches in 10 other countries. 
 
REconomy Project 
 
Transition Network’s REconomy Project has been running since 2011, co-ordinated by Fiona Ward, 
REconomy Manager.  REconomy is the work of enabling communities to establish and maintain 
livelihoods and enterprises that enhance social well-being, and respect environmental limits, within 
a supportive and collaborative local economic system working in service to the community.  The 
REconomy Project exists to help communities to develop their skills, capacities and connections to 
do this work. 
 
In March 2014 we started a new programme of work within our UK-based REconomy Project, funded 
by Friends Provident Foundation and Polden-Puckham Charitable Foundation.  The project aims to: 

1. Build capacity of Transition initiatives in developing local economic resilience: 

Regional events, developing resources on running REconomy events and innovative ways to 
resource the core work of Transition groups, communicating widely including social media 
and online resources, and working in partnership, such as with the Alliance for a Better 
Economy. 

2. Enable community-based support for emerging enterprises: 

Pilot action research with two communities, one urban and one rural, to develop and pilot 
new models for community-based provision of support and investment for Transition-
orientated enterprises.  We will also map investment options available for Transition-
orientated community enterprises. 

 
For the community-based pilots we recruited Transition Town Totnes (a rural setting) and Transition 
Town Brixton (a diverse urban setting), who already had local REconomy Project work going on and 
new enterprises emerging. The two Transition initiatives have researched existing approaches to 
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community-based enterprise support in their communities, and recruited 10 local social enterprises 
to work with and support.  Both places have designed, and are starting to deliver, a range of support 
options, with a Local Entrepreneur Forum being the focal point for Brixton, and the REconomy 
Centre being more central to the work in Totnes.  At a Local Entrepreneur Forum people who are 
developing sustainable social enterprises pitch to the whole audience, who can then respond with 
offers of funding or investment, or goods, services, other ways to help.   
 
Holly Tiffen who runs the Grown in Totnes enterprise, one of the 10 enterprises involved in the 
Transition Town Totnes pilot, said:   

"The programme has been a big help, so far.  It's helped me to raise £115,000 to fund our 
Grown in Totnes enterprise, which will be growing, processing and marketing grains and 
legumes grown within a 30 miles radius of our community." 

 
During the Local Entrepreneur Forum Warm Up events in Brixton, facilitated group work connected 
entrepreneurs to ‘local investors’ and experts, and a surprising number of needs were met just from 
these events.  
 
We are already seeing growing levels of interest in the Community Enterprise Support and 
Investment pilots and in particular, the Local Entrepreneur Forum model, from Transition initiatives 
and non-Transition groups in the UK, Germany, Belgium, Denmark, Sweden, Greece, Spain, Portugal 
and Japan.   
 
The UK REconomy team includes Fiona Ward, consultant communications expert Anna Lodge, 
charity and social business consultant Jo Taylor, Mark Simmonds, an expert on starting social 
enterprises, investment consultant Fraser Durham, and Jay Tompt and Duncan Law, REconomy co-
ordinators for Totnes and Brixton respectively. 
 
The wider communicating and sharing learning about REconomy ideas in the UK includes:  

 On-line resources on the www.reconomy.org website.  
 

 Connecting with and helping develop the Alliance for a Better Economy partnership of 
organisations (including the new economics foundation, Co-operatives UK, UnLtd, and Localise 
West Midlands) 
 

 Regional REconomy events at St Andrews, October 2014; Penwith, February 2015; and the 
Devon Convergence in Exeter, February 2015.  The events received great feedback, such as: 

Lesley Bradley-Peer, Chair Transition Penwith:  
“The REconomy day made a big impact, the conversations that were started on that day are still 
being continued across sectors. It has helped to give Transition Penwith a stronger voice within 
local consultations ie the regional neighbourhood plans and the Penzance BID Business Plan. The 
REconomy day raised the profile of the Local Economic Blueprint which led to several new people 
becoming involved, bringing fresh energy and focus for the project.”  

 

 Three new guides which were launched in May 2015 www.reconomy.org/practical-guides-for-
community-economic-change/  
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The Transition Enterprise Handbook:  by Mark Simmonds, an expert on starting social enterprises 
who has been working with the REconomy team. 
 
The Events Toolkit for Transition initiatives:  by Jo Taylor, to help Transition initiatives self-organise a 
range of REconomy events, a guide based on a wide range of actual events. 
 
Transition Core Resourcing: by Jo Taylor, who researched the creative ways that Transition initiatives 
and similar groups are resourcing their core activity, a key enabler of REconomy activity.  
 
Fiona has also been facilitating the take-off of REconomy approaches in 10 other countries, including 
through seed-funding.  In 2013/2014, a group of 5 Transition Hubs – Italy, Croatia, 
Brussels/Wallonia, Netherlands and Latvia - was formed to incubate REconomy projects in their 
countries, along with the UK as a 6th member, while all learning from each other in the process.  We 
continued to offer co-ordination and support to this group during 2014/2015.  We also recruited 5 
new Transition Hubs to join the REconomy group:  Germany, USA, Portugal, Mexico and Brazil.  A 
summary of the work being taken forward in each country: 

 Portugal:  focusing their REconomy work on youth unemployment, blending REconomy with the 
One Year in Transition approach. (see below).  

 Brazil: holding events in the favelas of Sao Paolo, targeting the most economically excluded 
group.  

 Germany: ran a process to select a Transition initiative to hold the REconomy strategy work, 
working with the Hub but driven more by the needs of a more ‘advanced’ Transition initiative. 

 USA: wrestling with the question of scale, and in such a vast nation, where and how best to 
support this kind of work.  

 Mexico: have their own unique challenges, such as “How do you transform and localise an 
economy that’s currently based on drug cartels and violence?”.  

 Croatia: Developing a website on the good economy, including an online sharing service, and 
raising European Social Fund funding to develop REconomy work by Transition initiatives. 

 Italy: Running RiEconomy seminars in Bologna and Biella to embed the ideas into Municipalities  

 Brussels/Wallonia: offering free consultancy which is helping new social enterprises get started, 
and running a Forum de Transition Solidaire event with partner organisations, on 1st April 2015 in 
Charleroi, engaging a large number of institutions and individuals on social entrepreneurship. 

 Latvia: translating Charles Eisenstein’s "Sacred Economy" book. 
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The group of Transition Hubs all report great benefits from meeting online to share ideas, support 
and hear about the different contexts in which we are trying to create fairer, low-carbon local 
economies.  
 
We piloted a Resourcing REconomy online course developed by Transition trainer Tina Clarke, to 
help Transition initiatives fundraise to develop REconomy project work.  This series of online 
webinars concluded in June 2014, attended by Transition initiatives from France, Italy, Portugal, the 
Netherlands and the UK.   
 
One Year in Transition 
 
Education Co-ordinator Isabel Carlisle has been piloting a One Year in Transition course for young 
adults aged 20 – 35 to help them develop sustainable livelihoods and the skills for community 
development.   Of the fifteen young adults who had participated in the UK One Year in Transition 
programme by the end of July 2014, thirteen have developed or found sustainable, community-
focused livelihoods, with a mix of paid employment and self-created social enterprise.  
 
Following the experience of piloting and developing the One Year in Transition course, it is planned 
to develop this as an independent social enterprise run for and by young adults, in the year ahead.   
 
Transition Hubs in Portugal, Sweden, Croatia and Belgium have been sharing information on youth 
livelihood programmes and learning from the experiences of the One Year in Transition pilot.  The 
Portuguese Transition Hub is currently launching a similar course, Um Ano em Transição. 
 

4.4 Demonstrating impact 
 
During 2014 Transition Network developed recommended Monitoring and Evaluation tools to help 
Transition initiatives to self-monitor and evaluate their work.  Oxford University Environmental 
Change Institute obtained funding for this work from the Economic and Social Research Council and 
worked in partnership with Transition Network and the Low Carbon Communities Network.   
 
Oxford University researchers Kersty Hobson, Jo Hamilton and Ruth Mayne ran trials with a number 
of Transition initiatives and Low Carbon Communities groups, on the selection and testing of 
indicators and evaluation methods.  We have based our Health-check for Transition initiatives on 
this work, and the Monitoring and Evaluation tools are now available at 
www.transitionnetwork.org/support.reflect-celebrate.   
 
It has been fantastic to trial these new monitoring and evaluation tools for Transition initiatives.  We 
are conscious of the need to build up a stronger evidence base demonstrating the impacts, strengths 
and weaknesses of the Transition model and believe that the movement is now sufficiently mature 
for this to happen.  There are many researchers already actively engaged in projects which focus 
wholly or in part on the Transition movement and, through such networks as ECOLISE (European 
network for community-based initiatives on climate change and sustainability) and the Transition 
Research Network, we are developing productive relationships and encouraging meaningful 
research capable of informing the future direction of both Transition Network and the wider 
movement.  We are keen to develop greater organisational capacity to engage with such 
independent external reviewers.  
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4.5 Evolving internationally 
 
Internationally, we encourage and facilitate the development of Transition Hub organisations in 
other countries, to lead on connecting, supporting, inspiring and training for Transition within their 
own territory.  Most Transition Hubs are emerging organisations with very limited resources and a 
significant focus of our work is on supporting them to build individual organisational capacity and 
their capacity to connect and act effectively as a network.  We have provided light-touch, very 
flexible small grants to individual hubs and have supported the Hubs Group as it develops a 
collaborative culture and working practices.  We helped increase the cohesiveness and 
connectedness of the Transition Hubs group with an international Hubs meeting in Copenhagen, 
September 2014. 
 
When a National Hub has the capacity, we agree a Memorandum of Understanding with them on 
their role.  There are also many National Hubs in development stages.   During 2014/2015, four new 
Hubs gained the organisational capacity to sign a Memoranda of Understanding with Transition 
Network and become “official”, including the first two in Latin America (Brazil and Chile), 
Wallonia/Brussels and Hungary.   
 
The full list of Transition Hubs and other countries where there are Transition initiatives, at March 
2015 is as follows:   
 

Countries with an official 
Transition Hub, with a 

Memorandum of 
Understanding 

Countries with developing 
Transition Hubs 

Countries with Transition initiatives but 
no Hub (yet) 

Belgium (Wallonia/Brussels) Austria Argentina Saint Vincent and 
the Grenadines Brazil Belgium (Flemish) Australia 

Chile Denmark Bangladesh Serbia 

Croatia France  Canada South Africa 

Germany Israel Estonia Switzerland   

Hungary Latvia Finland Taiwan 

Ireland Luxembourg Greece Thailand 

Italy Mexico India   United Arab Emirates 

Japan Portugal Iran  

Netherlands Philippines Mauritius  

Norway Scotland Malaysia  

Romania Slovenia New Zealand  

Spain England & Wales (function 
performed by TN) 

Nigeria  

Sweden Poland  

United States 

 
To help connect, empower and support the growing network of Transition Hubs, we held a Hubs 
meeting from 9th-12th September 2014 in Copenhagen, Denmark.  There were forty attendees from 
20 National Hubs, mostly from across Europe, with representation also from Brazil, Mexico and the 
USA.  This event was hosted by Transition Denmark and designed and facilitated by a team of 
Transition Hubs Group members working alongside Transition Network staff. 
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The key working groups set up at the Copenhagen meeting and meeting virtually since are the 
Organisational Co-Design working group which is drafting a “What is a Hub” description and 
document, on the role, function and characteristics of a Transition Hub, to help inform the 
development of emerging Hubs;  a group looking at regional co-ordination and support in South 
America (with language-related support from Spain and Portugal);  and a group working together to 
contribute communications ideas to respond to the COP21 climate change agreement meeting in 
Paris, December 2015. 
 
We organised two rounds of seed-funding for National Hubs, in Spring and Autumn 2014.  This 
distribution of modest funding amounts has helped facilitate an extraordinary range of activity and 
progress at 12 Transition Hubs.  This is really been helpful in increasing the capacity of these 
organisations, and in direct impacts they are having in these countries.   
 
The Spring 2014 round of seed-funding was given for the following work: 
 

 Engaging in a National Energy Descent plan (Ireland)  

 Translating materials from Italian into English to spread innovative ideas and help the 
development of the National Hubs Group as a learning network  (Italy) 

 Creating a crowdfunding video - also useable to promote Transition generally (US)  

 Producing a deck of cards on facilitation (Italy)  

 Core Hub funding (Spain)  

 Democratising the Swedish Hub(Sweden) 

 Francophone regional Hubs meeting and learning network (Belgium) 

 German-speaking countries network meeting & conference (Germany) 
 

The Autumn 2014 round of seed-funding was given for the following work: 

 Regional Croatia/Slovenia/Hungary Transition meeting (Croatia) 

 Three months time of a paid Hub Co-ordinator (Hungary) 

 Website development (Italy, and Romania) 

 Visiting and connecting with 65 Transition initiatives (the Netherlands) 

 National Transition gatherings (the Netherlands and Romania) 

 National Hub development meeting (Spain) 

 Fundraising time (Portugal) 

 Travel to the ECOLISE General Assembly (Romania) 

 Translation work (Belgium-Wallonia) 
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As an example, the seed-funding for the Spanish Transition Hub has enabled meetings to discuss the 
organising of Transition in Spain, and the Hub now has a legal organisational form and is running a 
communications plan with regular website updates, materials for Spanish Transitioners, newsletter 
and social media activity.  
 
To co-design a new and innovative capacity-building programme for Transition Hubs, we ran two 
rounds of consultations in June and August 2014.  As a result, we decided to organise four 
approaches to this:  a “Virtual Teams” project, a Webinar series, a Translations project and a “Step 
Change” programme.  The Step-Change programme, aiming for a step up in their capacity to catalyse 
and support Transition in their country, is being piloted by the Brussels/Wallonia Hub and the 
German Hub. 
 
Transition Network and a number of the slightly more developed European National Hubs are part of 
a founding group which has come together to form ECOLISE (European Network for Community-
based initiatives on climate change and sustainability).  Other members include Global Ecovillage 
Network, ICLEI (local governments for sustainability), Permaculture Association, Gaia Education, 
some National Transition Hubs, and Lisbon University.  The partnership is co-ordinated by Belgian 
non-profit organisation AEIDL.   
 
Members of the Transition Network team and wider Transition movement played key roles in the 
planning and facilitation of the first ECOLISE General Assembly in Freiburg in February 2014, with 45 
participants from across Europe and others joining online, with good representation from Ecovillage, 
Permaculture and Transition movements.  Connections were made, information shared about 
coming events, publications and activities, and collective plans started to be hatched.  A new 
ECOLISE Council was elected with Claudian Dobos of Transition Romania as the President and Sarah 
McAdam of Transition Network as Vice-President. 
 
It has been striking to note this year the increased importance of cross-country networking among 
the international Transition Hubs. For examples:  

 The Croatian Hub hosted a conference for 23 participants from Croatia, Slovenia and Hungary in 
March 2015 (and skyped participants from Italy, Scotland and Belgium).  This strengthened these 
international ties and shared experiences – and built the foundations for a joint funding proposal 
to the Croatian National Foundation for Civil Society Development.  This event also stimulated 
people in Slovenia to start creating a Slovenian Transition Hub. 

 The German-speaking Hub held a German-speaking “(Un)konferenz in October 2014, with 140 
participants from Germany, Austria and Switzerland.  Outcomes included a complete German 
Hub team with defined roles and responsibilities.  This event also led to the formation of a now 
independent Austrian Hub.  The Austrian Hub’s initiating group has now formed and they have 
set up a website and planning their first National event. 

 A group of Hubs have started to form an embryonic super-Hub in South America. 

 The French-speaking Transition Hubs worked together to develop a gathering in June 2015 
which involved participants from Luxembourg, Switzerland, Belgium, France and Quebec, 
creating stronger links across the Hubs involved. 

 
We are also seeing Transition initiatives beginning to emerge in India (Vrindavan) and further 
interest from Africa (Senegal and Guinea Bissau). 
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4.6 Healthy organisational culture 
 
We have been getting more strategic about the way we work, and Transition Network’s new 
organisational strategy has been actively used to make decisions about priorities for action, and in 
collectively planning and reviewing our work, in an annual team plan.  We have developed ways of 
working more collaboratively, and recruited five new trustees to our board, including a Transition 
Hubs representative selected by the international Transition Hubs group. 
 
Transition Network has 10 employees (nine of whom are part-time) and there are a number of 
freelance contractors we work with closely to deliver our work. 
 
Our monthly staff meetings alternate between task-based Doing meetings and more reflective Being 
meetings.  In Being meetings and two Away Days for staff and trustees, we have continued to discuss 
and progress towards our priorities to: 

 develop a healthy and creative group culture around collaboration and conflict,  

 deepen and balance our work relationships,  

 become a learning organisation skilled at receiving, reflecting and acting upon feedback, and 

 broaden our understanding of what it means to work effectively at an international scale. 
 
To develop a more collaborative way of working, in March 2014 we decided to organise Staff 
Delivery Groups who would work together collaboratively to deliver the actions in the annual team 
plan.  There are three main delivery groups, meeting regularly and collaborating on decisions and 
pieces of work: International; STIR (Support, Training, Inner, REconomy) and Communications.  We 
also are getting more practiced at setting up effective groups to manage individual projects (eg new 
website, 2015 conference) and have established staff groups to monitor and improve our 
consultation practices and finance systems.  During the year, we designed and implemented a new 
shared folder system to improve our collaborative working. 
 
We have been learning from our experiences with the group of international Transition Hubs, 
including techniques to run virtual meetings more effectively.  A number of Transition Hub 
representatives have shared positive experiences of sociocracy, where decisions are consent-based, 
and the process of collaboratively shaping proposals for action is the key part of the decision-making 
process.  The group of Transition Hubs has designed and is using a decision-making process which is 
based on sociocratic principles.   
 
In May-June 2014 we recruited five new trustees, bringing in skills of communications, policy, 
involvement in Transition at a community-level, community arts, social change and international 
perspective.  This included acting on a suggestion by the network of Transition Hubs to appoint a 
Hub representative as a trustee, as a “keeper of the global perspective”, who the group selected 
using the sociocratic decision-making process.  The new trustees are listed in section 6 of this Annual 
Report. 
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5 Thank You to our Funders 
 
We are immensely grateful to all of our funders who make our work possible, and through their 
support and vision, enable us to continue to support and inspire the Transition movement, and to 
explore and develop new approaches. 
 
We thank wholeheartedly the following funders and donors for their core funding support, which 
has meant we could deliver the whole range of work outlined in the rest of this report, particularly 
our core communicating and support work: 

 The Tudor Trust for a significant core costs grant which concluded in October 2014, helping 
us grow and develop. 

 Roger Ross of Lots Road Auctions for wonderfully generous core funding which makes 
everything possible. 

 The Bromley Trust for greatly appreciated core support which makes a key difference. 

 The Tudor Trust for part-funding the salary of our Delivery Director, helping us become a 
more effective organisation. 

 A Network for Social Change individual who makes Rob Hopkins’ work possible through a 
donation for a member of staff to support his work to inspire and catalyse the Transition 
movement. 
 

We would like to thank truly outstanding support from two funders who support our internationally-
focused work: 

 Our largest funder, a Foundation who wish to remain anonymous, to whom we are 
incredibly grateful for enabling us to support and stimulate a wealth of work around the 
world.  This grant funded international support and co-ordination, including National Hubs 
and training, work on the Transition Story, support resources and website, and the evolution 
of our Inner Transition, REconomy and education work internationally. 

 Part of a large grant received in 2013/2014, from the V. Kann Rasmussen Foundation, 
carried forward to help us focus on the international development of the Transition 
movement, through communications, support, REconomy, international co-ordination, and 
the preparations for our international Conference supporting all of this work.  We are deeply 
grateful and honoured by their highly generous support. 

We also continue to be grateful for the European Economic and Social Committee Civil Society Prize. 
 
The international development of our website and web-based services has been helped this year by 
a grant from Fondation Charles Léopold Mayer pour le Progrès de l’Homme.  We thank them very 
much indeed for their shared vision for this work and their crucial grant support. 
 
Our UK-based REconomy Project has taken off with a new project, focusing on Community 
Enterprise Support and Investment and communicating and sharing learnings widely.  This has been 
made possible by very significant and generous grant support from two funders, who we thank very 
much indeed for their vision: 

 Friends Provident Foundation, for whom this is part of their Local Economic Resilience 
programme 
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 Polden-Puckham Charitable Foundation, as a flagship pilot project (the grant for year 1 of 
this work was received in 2013/2014 and carried forward). 

We are really grateful for and honoured by the support of a UK Charitable Foundation for our 
regional Transition Roadshow events in the UK, making it easier for us to support and connect local 
Transitioners and partners. 
 
Thank you so much indeed to the Rainmaker Foundation for a donation to provide “revolving loan 
fund” support to the young adults taking part in the One Year in Transition programme, enabling 
them to spread their course fees across the year, and therefore making this course more accessible 
to those on low incomes. 
 
On a small number of occasions Transition Network has acted as a “charity conduit” to enable 
organisations and projects which are strongly aligned with our strategic aims, to access funding from 
charitable trusts.  We acted as a charity conduit for the following grants: 
 

 Fondation Charles Léopold Mayer pour le Progrès de l’Homme for the Real Economy Lab, 
strongly aligned to our REconomy work. 

 Polden-Puckham Charitable Foundation for the Transition Free Press, strongly aligned to our 
communications work, subsequently amended to support for a Grassroots Directory. 

 Network for Social Change for Transition Town Brixton’s REconomy Project, one of the 
communities taking part in our UK REconomy pilot work. 
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6 Financial Review of the Year 
 
The Charity is primarily funded by grants, donations and income generated from the Charity’s own 
charitable activities. Total income for the year ended 31 March 2015 was £498,028 (2014: £606,060) 
and the breakdown of income was as follows: 
 
Grants and donations (see Note 4 on page 33) 
 
Restricted income grants, which are accounted 
for separately and only used for specified 
purposes, amounted to £395,073, a decrease of 
£121,349 over the previous year (2014: 
£516,422). The difference was due mostly to a 
large one-off grant of £127,572 in 2014. The 
most significant source of grant funding is the 
grant for £260,000 in this financial year, and the 
award of a £250,000 a year grant over 3 years 
from April 2015 to March 2018 from an 
anonymous foundation. This grant supports a 
wide range of the Charities activities and in 
particular its international work. 
 
Total donations of £55,193 (2014: £53,112) were 
underpinned once again by a donation of 
£50,000 from Roger Ross. 

 

 
Income from charitable activities (see Note 7 on page 34) 
Income generated from charitable activities was £46,946, up £11,105 on the previous year (2014: 
£35,841). Talk fees rose significantly to become the largest source of generated income at £14,201 
(2014: £5,442) and income from book sales and royalties also increased, from £2,714 to £5,072. 
Movie sales have fallen from £7,369 to £667 as Transition Movie 2.0 has become more widely 
available and viewed. Transition Education fees rose again to £10,841 (2014: £8,761) and training 
fees stayed stable. 
 
Expenditure (see Note 8 on pages 34-36) 
The costs of generating funds of £19,416 (2014 £19,268) is accounted for almost entirely by staff 
costs of the Network fundraising manager. Governance costs fell to £6,435 (2014: £7,305) because 
no audit was required for the financial year ending 31 March 2015, although costs relating to trustee 
meetings and travelling expenses rose by £1,362 to £5,171.  
 
The remaining expenditure of £568,512 (2014: £487,149) was on delivering the charity’s objectives, 
the main categories of which are represented in the chart below. 
 
Staff costs remain the largest item of expenditure amounting to £249,772 (2014: £222,523). 
Approximately 94% (2014: 88%) of staff costs were covered by core cost grants and restricted 
income grants that support particular roles. 

Grants 
80% 

Donations 
11% 

Charitable 
activities 

9% 

Composition of Income (2015)  
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There was a significant increase in grants disbursed to other organisations driven primarily by grants 
of £39,353 to Transition Hubs for seed-funding and to roll out REconomy work in 10 other countries. 
Grants of £8,000 were awarded to Transition Free Press in order to support the further 
dissemination of Transition news and ideas, and grants totalling £10,500 were also made to deliver 
the Real Economy Lab project. 
The more international nature of our work was also reflected in the increase to Transition Hubs 
support costs to £32,315 (2014: £24,072), including the salary of the National Hubs Co-ordinator. 
 
Fund balances (see Note 15 on page 40) 
The general fund increased to £93,746 (2014: £63,800) at the year-end in anticipation of higher 
expenditure in the first quarter of the current year bringing reserves down below the target level of 
£75,000 (see Reserves Policy below). 
 
Restricted fund balances at the year-end were £54,433 (2014: £180,714). The decrease was driven 
mainly by spending down £102,128 of the remaining grant from V. Kann Rasmussen Foundation. 
There were deficits totalling £26,262 on three funds at the year-end, as project costs were incurred 
in anticipation of grants received after the year-end.  
 
There were no individual funds greater than £20,000 as the pattern of the charity’s expenditure is 
matched with the timing of its receipts from grant funders. 
 
 
Reserves Policy 
The board of Trustees continually reviews the reserves of the charity.  Assets must be sufficient to 
enable the charity to operate effectively and to cover any sums payable to staff should they be made 
redundant.  The charity has a number of restricted funds; the purpose of these funds is detailed in 
the notes to the financial statements. 
 
The charity aims to hold at least four months’ core running costs in the general reserve at all times 
to ensure that the charity is able to meet all of its legal obligations should funding be withdrawn. The 
Trustees aimed to maintain target reserves at £75,000 for the year to 31 March 2015. 
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7 Structure, Governance and Management 
 

Governing document 
 

The company is limited by guarantee, having no share capital (registered number 06135675) and 
incorporated 2 March 2007.  It received charitable status on 19 March 2009 (registered charity 
1128675).  Under the provisions of Section 60 of the Companies Act 2006, the company is entitled to 
omit the word “Limited” from its name.  It is governed by its Memorandum and Articles of 
Association.  Members of the Trustee Board are all Directors of the company.  In the event of the 
company being wound up the liability of the members is limited to £10 each. 
 
Trustees and principal officers      
 
The trustees serving during the year and since the year end were as follows: 
 

Peter Lipman 
(Chair) 

Peter is External Affairs Director at sustainable transport charity Sustrans, 
and was involved with setting up Transition Bristol. 

Tony Greenham ACA 
(Treasurer) 

Tony is Director of Economy, Enterprise and Manufacturing at the RSA, a 
visiting lecturer at Schumacher College and a Fellow of the Finance 
Innovation Lab. 

Clare Pavitt Clare is a Senior Policy Adviser at the Equality Challenge Unit, has 
previously worked in equality and diversity at York St John University, 
Greater Manchester Police and the BBC, and is involved in local 
Transition work. 

 
Appointed 6th June 2014: 

Ellen Bermann Member of Italian National Transition Hub, elected by the National Hubs 
as a representative and “keeper of the global perspective”. 

Hilary Jennings Co-founder of Transition Tooting, working in the cultural sector on 
projects encouraging creative responses to global challenges and with 
experience as a coach and community mediator. 

Henry Owen Young person, former president of Oxford Hub, and involved in a number 
of local social change projects. 

Andrew Simms 
 

Author, co-founder of the New Weather Institute and Green New Deal 
Group, NEF Fellow, Associate of Compass and former Policy Director at 
NEF. 

 
Stood down during the 2014/2015 year: 

Sarah Nicholl  (resigned 
27th February 2015) 

Sarah has been part of Transition Belsize, London, and Transition Town 
Lewes.  She works in the charitable, educational and environmental 
sectors, including the Learning Centre of the Gaia Foundation. 

Ruth Ben-Tovim 
(resigned 28th 
November 2014) 

Ruth is Creative Director of Encounters Arts, focusing on community-
based art.  She is involved in Transition in Totnes and previously in 
Sheffield. 
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Stood down prior to the signing of this Annual Report: 

Anna Guyer   
(appointed 6th June 
2014, resigned 3rd July 
2015) 

An experienced marketing and communications PR professional who set 
up Greenhouse PR to work exclusively with organisations pioneering a 
sustainable economy. 

 
The members are Directors for the purpose of company law and Trustees for the purpose of charity 
law.  The day to day running of the charity is delegated by the Board to the staff team.  The Board 
meets quarterly and focuses on strategic and governance matters.  The Trustees regularly review the 
composition of the Board and consider whether the skills, experience and diversity are effective for 
the good governance of the Charity.  New Trustees are appointed following an application and 
interview process. The Chairman explains the role and responsibilities to new trustees. 
 
Risk management 
The Trustees have examined the major strategic, business and operational risks which the charity 
faces and confirm that systems have been established to enable regular reports to be produced so 
that the necessary steps can be taken to lessen these risks. 
 
Statement of Trustees’ responsibilities 
Company law requires the Trustees to prepare financial statements that give a true and fair view of 
the state of affairs of the charity at the end of the financial year and of its surplus or deficit for the 
financial year.  In doing so the Trustees are required to: 

 Select suitable accounting policies and then apply them consistently; 

 Make sound judgements and estimates that are reasonable and prudent; 

 State whether applicable accounting standards have been followed, subject to any material 
departures disclosed and explained in the financial statements; and 

 Prepare the financial statements on the going concern basis unless it is inappropriate to 
presume that the charity will continue its operations. 

 
The Trustees are responsible for keeping proper accounting records which disclose with reasonable 
accuracy at any time the financial position of the charitable company and to enable them to ensure 
that the financial statements comply with the Companies Act 2006.  They are also responsible for 
safeguarding the assets of the charity and hence for taking reasonable steps for the prevention and 
detection of fraud and other irregularities. 
 
This report has been prepared in accordance with the Statement of Recommended Practice – 
Accounting and Reporting by Charities (issued in March 2005) and in accordance with the special 
provisions relating to small companies within Part 15 of the Companies Act 2006. 
 
Signed on behalf of the Trustees on  20th November 2015 
 
 
P Lipman (Chair of Trustees) 
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Independent Examiner's Repot to the Trustees of Transition Network 
 

I report on the accounts of the company for the year ended 31 March 2015 which are set out on 

pages 29 to 41. 

Respective responsibilities of trustees and examiner 
 

The trustees (who are also the directors of the company for the purposes of company law) are 
responsible for the preparation of the accounts. The trustees consider that an audit is not required 
for this year under section 144(2) of the Charities Act 2011 (the 2011 Act) and that an independent 
examination is needed. The Charity's gross income exceeded £250,000 and I am qualified to 
undertake the examination being a qualified member of the Association of Chartered Certified 
Accountants. 
 

Having satisfied myself that the charity is not subject to an audit under company law and is eligible 
for independent examination, it is my responsibility to: 
 

 examine the accounts under section 145 of the 2011 Act; 

 follow the procedures laid down in the general Directions given by the Charity Commission 
(under section 145(5)(b) of the 2011 Act, as amended); and 

 state whether particular matters have come to my attention. 
 
Basis of independent examiner's statement 
 

My examination was carried out in accordance with general Directions given by the Charity 
Commission. An examination includes a review of the accounting records kept by the charity and a 
comparison of the accounts presented with those records. It also includes consideration of any 
unusual items or disclosures in the accounts, and seeking explanations from you as trustees 
concerning any such matters. The procedures undertaken do not provide all the evidence that would 
be required in an audit, and consequently no opinion is given as to whether the accounts present a 
"true and fair view" and the report is limited to those matters set out in the statement below. 
 
Independent examiner's statement 
 

In connection with my examination, no matter has come to my attention: 

1. which gives me reasonable cause to believe that, in any material respect, the requirements: 

 to keep accounting records in accordance with section 386 of the Companies Act 2006; and 

 to prepare accounts which accord with the accounting records, comply with the accounting 
requirements of section 396 of the Companies Act 2006 and with the methods and principles 
of the Statement of Recommended Practice: Accounting and Reporting by Charities; 

have not been met; or 

2. to which, in my opinion, attention should be drawn in order to enable a proper understanding of 
the accounts to be reached. 

 

........................... 
P Beard ACA,  FCCA 
Darnells,  Chartered Accountants 
30 Fore Street 
Totnes 
Devon, TQ9 5RR 
Date:     27th November 2015  
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TRANSITION NETWORK 

STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL ACTIVITIES 

INCLUDING INCOME AND EXPENDITURE ACCOUNT 

For the year ended 31 March 2015 

 

 
     Unrestricted  Restricted  Total   Total  

     funds  funds  funds  funds 

    Notes 2015  2015  2015  2014 
     £  £  £  £ 
            
Incoming resources           
            
Incoming resources from generated funds         
Voluntary income:           
Donations & grants 4 50,193  400,073  450,266  569,534 
Investment income 5 816  -  816  685 
         
Incoming resources from charitable activities 7 45,946  1,000  46,946  35,841 
         

Total incoming resources  96,955  401,073  498,028 
 

 606,060 

            
            
Resources expended           
            
Costs of generating funds 
Costs of generating voluntary income 

 
8 

 
7,706 

  
11,710 

  
19,416 

  
19,268 

         
Charitable activities 8 58,456  510,056  568,512  487,149 
         
Governance costs 8 847  5,588  6,435  7,305 
         

Total resources expended  67,009  527,354  594,363  513,722 

            
Net incoming/(outgoing) resources before 
transfers 

  
29,946 

  
(126,281) 

  
(96,335) 

  
92,338 

         
Gross transfers between funds  -  -  -  - 
         

Net Income/(Expenditure) for the year/Net 
movement in funds 

  
29,946 

  
(126,281) 

  
(96,335) 

  
92,338 

         
Total funds brought forward   63,800  180,714  244,514  152,176 
         

Total funds carried forward    93,746  54,433  148,179    244,514 

            

 
 
The Statement of Financial Activities also complies with the requirements for an income and expenditure 
account under the Companies Act 2006. 
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TRANSITION NETWORK 

BALANCE SHEET 

As at 31 March 2015 

 

         2015  2014 
       Notes  £  £ 
            
Fixed assets           
Intangible assets        9  -              3 
Tangible assets      10  3,015         3,044 

         3,015         3,047 

            
Current assets           
Debtors        11  6,050      4,472 
Cash at bank and in hand       214,843    279,860 
            

         220,893    284,332 
            
Creditors: amounts falling due within one year    12  (75,729)    (42,865) 
            

Net current assets/(liabilities)       145,164    241,467 

            
Net assets      148,179    244,514 

            

            
Funds            
Restricted funds      15  54,433    180,714 
Unrestricted fund        93,746      63,800 

            
         148,179    244,514 

            

The company is entitled to the exemption from the audit requirements contained in section 477 of the Companies 
Act 2006 for the year ended 31 March 2015. No member of the company has deposited a notice, pursuant to 
section 476, requiring and audit of these financial statements.  
The directors acknowledge their responsibilities for ensuring that the company keeps accounting records which  
comply with section 386 of the Act and for preparing accounts which give a true and fair view of the state of affairs 
of the company as at the end of the financial year and of its incoming resources and application of resources, 
including its income and expenditure, for the financial year in accordance with the requirements of sections 394 
and 395 and which otherwise comply with the requirements of the Companies Act 2006 relating to accounts, so 
far as applicable to the company. 
            

These financial statements have been prepared in accordance with the special provisions relating to small 
companies within Part 15 of the Companies Act 2006 and with the Financial Reporting Standard for Smaller 
Entities (effective April 2008). 
            

These financial statements were approved by the Trustee Board on     20
th

 November 2015       and signed on their 
behalf by 
            
            
            
            
P Lipman       A C Greenham, ACA   
            
Company registration No. 06135675         
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TRANSITION NETWORK 

NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS 

For the year ended 31 March 2015 

 
 

1. Accounting Policies 

 
Basis of accounting 

The financial statements have been prepared under the historical cost convention and are in accordance 
with the Financial Reporting Standard for Smaller Entities (effective April 2008), the Companies Act 2006 
and the Statement of Recommended Practice “Accounting and Reporting by Charities” (SORP 2005) issued 
in March 2005. 

 
The following principal accounting policies have been applied: 

 
a) Incoming resources 

 Incoming resources from grants – Grants consist of income received in the year.  
Other income – All other income is credited on a receivable basis in the period to which it relates and 
included when the charitable company is legally entitled to the income and the amounts can be 
quantified with reasonable accuracy. 

 
No amounts are included in the financial statements for services donated by volunteers. 

 
b) Resources expended 

Resources expended are recognised in the Statement of Financial Activities (SOFA) on an accruals 
basis as the liability is incurred.  Expenditure includes VAT, which cannot be recovered as the Charity 
is not registered for VAT. 

 
Charitable expenditure comprises those costs incurred by the charity in the delivery of its activities.  It 
includes both costs that can be allocated directly to such activities and those costs of an indirect 
nature necessary to support them. 

 
Governance costs include those costs associated with meeting the constitutional and statutory 
requirements of the charity and include the reporting accountant’s fees and costs linked to the 
strategic management of the charity. 

 
All costs are allocated between the expenditure categories of the SOFA on a basis designed to reflect 
the use of the resource.  Costs relating to a particular activity are allocated directly; others are 
apportioned on an appropriate basis e.g. staff time or estimated usage. 

  
c) Trademarks 

Trademarks are valued at cost less accumulated amortisation. Amortisation is calculated to write off 
the cost in equal annual instalments over their estimated useful lives of seven years. 

 
d) Tangible fixed assets 

Tangible fixed assets are included at cost less accumulated depreciation.  Depreciation is provided at 
the following rates in order to write off assets over their estimated useful lives: 

 
 Fixtures, fittings and equipment   15% of cost 
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TRANSITION NETWORK 

NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS 

For the year ended 31 March 2015 

 

 
 

e) Operating leases 
Rentals applicable to operating leases where substantially all of the benefits and risks of ownership 
remain with the lessor are charged against profits on a straight line basis over the period of the lease. 

 
f) Fund accounting 

 Funds held by the charitable company are either: 
 

Unrestricted general funds – these funds can be used in furtherance of the charitable objectives at 
the discretion of the Trustee Board. 

 
Restricted funds – these funds can only be used for the particular restricted purposes within the 
objects of the charity. Restrictions arise when funds are raised for a specific purpose. 

 
The aim and use of each restricted fund is set out in the notes to the financial statements. 
 

g) Foreign currency translation 
Monetary assets and liabilities denominated in foreign currencies are translated into sterling at the 
rates of exchange ruling at the balance sheet date. Transactions in foreign currencies are recorded at 
the rate ruling at the date of the transaction. All differences are taken to income and expense 
account. 
 

 
 

2. Legal Status of the Charity 

The charitable company is limited by guarantee and does not have a share capital. 
 

In the event of the company being wound up each member, or any person who has ceased to be a 
member within one year of the winding up, undertakes to contribute a sum not exceeding £10 if the 
company is insolvent. 

 
 
 

3. Net income for the year  2015  2014 

    £  £ 
 Net income for the year is stated after charging:      
 Amortisation of intangible assets  3  75 
 Depreciation of tangible assets  1,235  1,060 
 Fees payable to the auditor for the audit of the 

charity’s annual financial statements 
  

- 
  

2,880 
 Independent examiner’s fee  696  - 

 Other fees payable to the Independent Examiner 
(2014 -  auditor) 

  
568 

  
616 
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TRANSITION NETWORK 

NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS 

For the year ended 31 March 2015 

 

4. Donations & grants   2015 2014 

   Unrestricted Restricted Total Total 
   £ £ £ £ 
 Donations:  Roger Ross of Lots Road Auctions 50,000 - 50,000 50,000 
  Holly Hill Charitable Trust  - - - 2,500 
  Rainmaker Foundation - 5,000 5,000 - 
  Various general donations 193 - 193 612 

   50,193 5,000 55,193 53,112 
       
 Grants: Tudor Trust (Core Costs) - - - 60,000 
  The Bromley Trust (Core Costs) - 5,000 5,000 5,000 
  An individual from Network for Social 

Change (Salary costs) 
 

- 
 

23,850 
 

23,850 
 

23,850 
  Tudor Trust (Delivery Director salary 

costs) 
 

- 
 

20,000 
 

20,000 
 

20,000 
  V. Kann Rasmussen Foundation - - - 127,572 
  Polden-Puckham Charitable 

Foundation (REconomy Project) 
 

- 
 

- 
 

- 
 

20,000 
  Friends Provident Foundation 

(REconomy Project) 
 

- 
 

40,491 
 

40,491 
 

- 
  Arts and Humanities Research Council 

(research liaison and development of 
evaluation) 

 
 

- 

 
 

- 

 
 

- 

 
 

10,000 
  Anonymous Foundation (International 

Support and Co-ordination, Transition 
Story, Inner Transition, Education and 
REconomy Project) 

 
 
 

- 

 
 
 

260,000 

 
 
 

260,000 

 
 
 

250,000 
  Fondation Charles Léopold Mayer pour 

le Progrès de l’Homme (Real Economy 
Lab) 

 
 

- 

 
 

27,583 

 
 

27,583 

 
 

- 
  Fondation Charles Léopold Mayer pour 

le Progrès de l’Homme (web) 
 

- 
 

3,912 
 

3,912 
 

- 
  A UK Charitable Foundation (Transition 

Roadshows) 
 

- 
 

2,000 
 

2,000 
 

- 
  Polden-Puckham Charitable 

Foundation (Transition Free Press) 
 

- 
 

6,000 
 

6,000 
 

- 
  Network for Social Change (Transition 

Town Brixton) 
 

- 
 

6,237 
 

6,237 
 

- 

   - 395,073 395,073 516,422 

       
  Total Donations & Grants 50,193 400,073 450,266 569,534 
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TRANSITION NETWORK 

NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS 

For the year ended 31 March 2015 

 

5. Investment income  2015  2014 

    £  £ 
 Bank interest  816  685 

       

6. Taxation 

 The company is a registered charity and is therefore not liable to corporation tax on its charitable 
income 

  

7. Incoming resources from activities to further the charity's objects 
 

               2015         2014 

  Unrestricted Restricted Total Total 

  £ £ £ £ 

 Training 10,745 - 10,745 10,186 

 Talk fees 14,201 - 14,201 5,442 

 Royalties & book sales 5,072 - 5,072 2,714 

 Movie sales 667 - 667 7,369 

 Conference fees 2,739 - 2,739 - 

 Transition Education 10,841 - 10,841 8,761 

 Consultancy fees 1,500 1,000 2,500 - 

 Sundry Income 181 - 181 1,369 

  45,946 1,000 46,946 35,841 

      

      

      

8. Resources expended   2015 2014 

  Unrestricted Restricted Total Total 

 Activities undertaken directly £ £ £ £ 

      

 Grants awarded 2,000 55,853 57,853 17,688 

      

 REconomy project - 83,912 83,912 56,926 

      

 Conference costs 2,765 9,500 12,265 - 

      

 International meetings and support - 11,684 11,684 24,072 

      

 National Hubs Co-ordinator 88 20,543 20,631 - 

      

 Training and education     

 Transition Training & Consulting 5,646 4,868 10,514 25,599 

 Inner Transition Training 286 22,000 22,286 24,815 

 Transition Education 14,553 12,000 26,553 32,436 

  20,485 38,868 59,353 82,850 
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TRANSITION NETWORK 

NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS 

For the year ended 31 March 2015 

 

8. Resources expended (Continued)   2015 2014 

  Unrestricted Restricted Total Total 

 Activities undertaken directly (Continued) £ £ £ £ 

 Communications     

 Communications and book launch 3,230 2,616 5,846 15,206 

 Web development - 11,808 11,808 6,615 

 Website and computer costs 1,703 26,784 28,487 22,376 

 Transition film costs 8 - 8 342 

 Talks costs 80 - 80 460 

 Royalty payments 1,669 - 1,669 1,684 

  6,690 41,208 47,898 46,683 

      

 Travelling and subsistence 4,684 7,024 11,708 14,886 

      

 Project costs - 2,902 2,902 12,080 

      

 Staff and training costs     

 Wages and salaries 7,753 205,224 212,977   186,754 

 Employers NI 940 17,577 18,517 18,404 

 Staff recruitment  1,019 - 1,019 1,148 

 Organisational development and training 334 3,750 4,084 3,773 

  10,046 226,551 236,597 210,079 

      

 Organisational costs     

 Rent - 2,200 2,200 2,150 

 Rates 164 736 900 465 

 Remote office worker costs 249 1600 1,849 1,236 

 Insurance 1,455 2,770 4,225 3,775 

 Light and heat - 469 469 492 

 Repairs and renewals 418 - 418 106 

 Telephone 104 1,304 1,408 1,641 

 Printing, postage and stationery 697 - 697 396 

 Sundry expenses 1,555 - 1,555 1,989 

 Bookkeeping 5,653 2,932 8,585 8,265 

 Paypal fees 165 - 165 235 

 Loss on disposal of asset - - - - 

 Amortisation of intangible assets 3 - 3 75 

 Depreciation on fixtures, fittings and equipment 1,235 - 1,235 1,060 

  11,698 12,011 23,709 21,885 

      

 Total for activities undertaken directly 58,456 510,056 568,512 487,149 
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TRANSITION NETWORK 

NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS 

For the year ended 31 March 2015 

 

8. Resources expended (Continued)   2015 2014 

  Unrestricted Restricted Total Total 

 
 Costs of generating funds 

£ 
 

£ 
 

£ 
 

£ 
 

 Wages and salaries 6,448 10,579 17,027 16,191 

 Employers’ NI 474 777 1,251 1,173 

 Event Costs 225 - 225 887 

 Travel 559 - 559 675 

 Directory for Social Change - 354 354 342 

  7,706 11,710 19,416 19,268 

      

 Governance costs     

 Trustee meeting expenses 783 4,388 5,171 3,809 

 Audit fee - - - 2,880 

 Independent Examination Fee - 696 696 - 

 
Fees to the Independent  examiner (2014 
auditor) for other services 64 504 568 616 

  847 5,588 6,435 7,305 

      

 

Grants amounting to £39,353 were given to support the work of National Hubs and to make possible 
the roll out of the REconomy project in 10 other countries. 
2 grants amounting to £8,000 were awarded to Transition Free Press in order to support the further 
dissemination of Transition news and ideas. 
Grants totalling £10,500 were also made in respect of the Real Economy Lab work  

 

 

9. Intangible fixed assets    Patents 

      

 Cost    £ 

 At 1 April 2014 & at 31 March 2015    528 
      

 Amortisation     

 At 1 April 2014    525 

 Charge for year    3 

 At 31 March 2015    528 
      

 Net book value     

 At 31 March 2015    - 

 At 31 March 2014    3 
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TRANSITION NETWORK 

NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS 

For the year ended 31 March 2015 

 
 

10. Tangible fixed assets       

                     Fixtures, fittings,  
and equipment      

       £ 

 Cost       

 At 1 April 2014      7,028 

 Additions in year      1,206 

 Disposal      - 

 At 31 March 2015      8,234 

        

 Depreciation       

 At 1 April 2014      3,984 

 Charge for year      1,235 

 On Disposal      - 

 At 31 March 2015      5,219 

        

 Net book value       

 At 31 March 2015      3,015 

        

 At 31 March 2014      3,044 

 

11. Debtors 2015  2014 

       £  £ 
          
 Trade debtors     5,500  3,922 
 Prepayments     550  550 
          

       6,050  4,472 

 
          

12. Creditors: amounts falling due within one year  2015  2014 

       £  £ 
          
 Trade creditors     69,867  36,529 
 Taxation and social security    5,862  5,922 
 Other creditors      -  414 
          

       75,729  42,865 
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TRANSITION NETWORK 

NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS 

For the year ended 31 March 2015 

 

13. Trustees and employees        

           
 Number of employees        
 The average number of employees during the year was 1 full time and 10 part time staff  
 (2014: 2 full time and 8 part time staff).       
           
          
 Employment costs      2015  2014 
        £  £ 
 Salaries       230,004  202,945 
 National insurance contributions     19,768  19,578 

        249,772  222,523 

 Additionally the National Hubs Co-ordinator who lives and works in 
Belgium was employed under Belgian Law and the total cost of 
remuneration including all relevant statutory payments was 

  
 

20,631 

  
 

- 

       

 There were no employees with emoluments over £60,000.      

      
 Eight Trustees (2014:6) were reimbursed expenses of £3,493 in the year (2014: £3,123) all of which was 

in respect of travel and subsistence (2014: £3,123). 
  
 None of the trustees (or any person connected with them) received any remuneration in the year. 
  
           

14. Analysis of assets between funds    Net   

      Fixed  current   
      assets  assets  Total 
      £  £  £ 
 Unrestricted funds         
 General     3,015  90,731  93,746 
 Restricted funds    -  54,433  54,433 

 As at 31 March 2015    3,015  145,164  148,179 
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TRANSITION NETWORK 

NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS 

For the year ended 31 March 2015 

15. Summary of movement in funds  
      
 The restricted income funds of the charity arising through its activities are as follows:  
      
 Fund name (Funder) Restricted purpose of funding 

 Core Costs (Tudor Trust) Core costs of the Transition Network 

 Core Costs (The Bromley Trust) Core costs of the Transition Network 

 V Kann Rasmussen Foundation To support the international work of Transition Network, 
including travel costs.  

 Salary Funding (Network for Social Change 
donor) 

Employment of a Personal Assistant 

 Salary Funding (Tudor Trust) Employment of a Delivery Director 

 REconomy Project (Friends Provident 
Foundation) 

UK-based REconomy project, piloting community support for 
sustainable social enterprises with two communities, and 
building capacity of UK Transition initiatives in developing local 
economic resilience 

 REconomy Project (Polden-Puckham 
Charitable Foundation) 

UK-based REconomy project, piloting community support for 
sustainable social enterprises with two communities 

 REconomy Project (Holly Hill Charitable Trust) Donation for REconomy events in Somerset 

 Anonymous Foundation International support and co-ordination, Transition Story 
Training,  Inner Transition, Education and International 
REconomy Project 

 Transition Research Network (various funders) To further the work of the Transition Research Network, an 
informal network to support research that is mutually 
beneficial for both Transition initiatives and academic 
researchers.   

 National Hub seed funding (European 
Economic Social Committee Civil Society Prize) 

Prize without restriction on how it is used, but partially 
allocated for National Hub seed-funding. 

 Real Economy Lab (Fondation Charles Léopold 
Mayer pour le Progrès de l’Homme) 

Acting as a charity Conduit for a project to develop a vision for 
alternative economics in a low-carbon world 

 Website Development (Fondation Charles 
Léopold Mayer pour le Progrès de l’Homme) 

To develop the transitionnetwork.org website to increase 
international knowledge-sharing 

 A UK Charitable Foundation Towards the cost of two regional Transition roadshows in the 
UK 

 The Rainmaker Foundation Donation to set up a “revolving loan fund” to enable One Year 
in Transition students to spread their course fees across the 
year 

 Polden Puckham Charitable Foundation 
(Transition Free Press) 

Acting as a charity conduit for the independent Transition Free 
Press newspaper (subsequently re-allocated to a Grassroots 
Directory) 

 Network for Social Change (Transition Town 
Brixton) 

Acting as a charity conduit for the Lambeth REconomy Project, 
one of the two pilot communities of our UK REconomy Project 
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TRANSITION NETWORK 

NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS 

For the year ended 31 March 2015 

 

15. Summary of movement in funds (continued) 
       

  Opening  Incoming  Outgoing Transfers Closing  

  balance resources resources  balance 

 Restricted funds £ £ £ £ £ 

       

 Core Costs (Tudor Trust) 30,577 - 30,577 - - 

 Core Costs (The Bromley Trust) 1,262 5,000 4,988 - 1,274 

 V. Kann Rasmussen Foundation 111,260 - 102,128 - 9,132 

 Salary Funding (Network for Social Change 
donor) 

 
- 

 
23,850 

 
12,089 

 
- 

 
11,761 

 Delivery Director salary funding (Tudor Trust) 1,443 20,000 20,000 - 1,443 

 REconomy Project (Holly Hill Charitable Trust) 1,078 - 1,078 - - 

 International Support and Co-ordination, 
Transition Story, Inner Transition, Education and 
International REconomy Project (Anonymous 
Foundation) 

 
2,658 

 
260,000 

 
244,146 

 
- 

 
18,512 

 REconomy Project (Polden-Puckham Charitable 
Foundation) 

 
20,000 

 
- 

 
20,616 

 
- 

 
(616) 

 REconomy Project (Friends Provident 
Foundation) 

- 40,491 62,597 - (22,106) 

 Transition Research Network (Various funding 
sources) 

 
6,187 

 
1,000 

 
2,173 

 
- 

 
 5,014 

 National Hub seed funding (European Economic 
Social Committee) 

 
6,249 

 
- 

 
- 

 
- 

 
6,249 

 Real Economy Lab (Fondation Charles Léopold 
Mayer pour le Progrès de l’Homme) 

 
- 

 
27,583 

 
12,510 

 
- 

 
15,073 

 Website Development (Fondation Charles 
Léopold Mayer pour le Progrès de l’Homme) 

 
- 

 
3,912 

 
7,452 

 
- 

 
(3,540) 

 Transition Roadshows (A UK Charitable 
Foundation) 

 
- 

 
2,000 

 
1,000 

 
- 

 
1,000 

 The Rainmaker Foundation - 5,000 - - 5,000 

 Polden Puckham Charitable Foundation 
(Transition Free Press) 

 
- 

 
6,000 

 
6,000 

 
- 

 
- 

 Network for Social Change (Transition Town 
Brixton) 

 
- 

 
6,237 

 
- 

 
- 

 
6,237 

  180,714 401,073 527,354 - 54,433 

       

 Unrestricted funds      

 General 63,800 96,955 67,009 - 93,746 

       

 Sufficient resources are held for each restricted fund in an appropriate form to enable funds to be applied in 
accordance with the restrictions.  

       

 The grant funds for the REconomy Project from Polden Puckham Charitable Foundation and Friends Provident 
Foundation, and for website development from Fondation Charles Léopold Mayer pour le Progrès de 
l’Homme were in deficit at the year end because funding was agreed on a retrospective basis. Funding was 
received after the year end in respect of the deficits. 
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NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS 

For the year ended 31 March 2015 

 

       
16. Financial commitments      

  
 At 31 March 2015 the company was committed to making the following payments in respect of buildings 

under non- cancellable operating leases: 
       
   2015  2014  
   £  £  
 Operating leases which expire:      
 Within one year   2,200  2,200  

       

 

 

  



 

 

 


